
God Rescued Me from Drug Addiction

There is a phrase that goes, “A sheep gets lost one blade of grass at a time.” A sheep will eat
whatever is in front of it that looks good, with its head down, enjoying the temporary pleasure, all the
while oblivious to its surroundings. And next thing it knows, it’s lost, in an unknown pasture and it
really is not sure how it ended up there. The universal human condition known as sin works the same
way. “One sin at a time.” And before we know it, we are lost with no idea of how to be found or how to
get back home. For me, this culminated in being arrested while transporting drugs from Oregon to
Iowa when I was 25 years old. When I first began to experiment at a young age with tobacco and
alcohol, I never thought my life would end up there. But it can take just one sin, increased and
heightened over time that can cause one to end up in places unknown. There is also another phrase
that goes something like this, “Lower than a snake’s belly in a wagon rut.” This is where repeated
drug and alcohol addiction over time eventually led me and where ignored sin, over time, will
inevitably lead any person.

I believe that pain can be a root that grows deep in our lives and if left unchecked, can bear
some seriously bad fruit. There are mainly two kinds of pain. First, pain we experience from things
happening to us (Think victim). Second, pain we bring about ourselves by the choices and decisions
we make either in an instant or over time (Think culprit). I have had stitches on my head twice. Once
when something out of my control happened to me. Someone on the playground threw a rock and hit
me in the back of the head (Victim). The second time I was in a baby stroller with some buddies and
at an age where I had no business being in one, probably 10 years old or so. The stroller tipped over
on an uneven sidewalk and I busted my head. Pain caused by my actions (Culprit). We will all
experience some sort of pain in our lives. It is as sure as the sun rise each morning. I am talking more
about mental and emotional pain now. What we do with these pains in our lives is of utmost
importance and can send our lives on two totally different trajectories. Pain must be faced and delt
with or else the consequences can be dire.

I grew up in a Christian home with little to no pain until one day I learned that my parents were
getting a divorce. Pain caused by others. So I thought I could call myself a Christian and do whatever
I wanted to do, just like I thought my parents were doing. I did not face and deal with the pain. I hid it
and masked it with drugs and alcohol. Self-induced pain. This came to a screeching halt one August
day as God caught up to all my running from Him and from His healing and forgiveness when I was
arrested for selling drugs. I knew He had caught me. No human being caught me. God caught me. A
divine and necessary intervention. I cried out to Him in a jail cell, and He faithfully and graciously
heard and answered my call for salvation. I needed saved from the years of addiction and running. I
needed saved from trying to act like everything was ok. I needed saved from the path of destruction
and chaos I was on. I needed saved from hell unto an eternity with Jesus. That was 13 years ago
now and God has been good and faithful and has led me on this tremendously exciting path ever
since. One that is better than any drug or drink can produce. In an instant God took away every
desire to ever consume drugs or alcohol again and has sustained me with strength every day since.
God has transformed my heart, my life, my desires, everything, and has made me a new creation in
Christ Jesus. I needed to be rescued and could not do it myself. I was drowning at the bottom of the
ocean, about to die, and Jesus Christ dove in, swam to the bottom, drug me out to safety and saved
my life. It is all about Him.


